Session 5 Review: Google Sites Tools and Terms

Select the correct tool to complete the task.

1. Insert a hyperlink.
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 

2. Preview a website to view on different devices.
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 

3. Insert a new page.
   a. 
   b. 
   c. 

Check if the statement is True or False.

4. Layouts place text and images into blocks that look professional. □ True □ False

5. A picture cannot be a hyperlink. □ True □ False

6. A section background can have an image applied to it. □ True □ False

7. A banner is used to publish a website to the WWW. □ True □ False

8. A theme is used to create a consistent color and font scheme. □ True □ False

9. Videos can only be watched on YouTube. □ True □ False

10. Pages in a Google Sites document are connected using hyperlinks. □ True □ False

TOTAL: /10